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So, let's start off with the good bits; The menu music (Avenged Sevenfold/Skillet or similar style of band) The graphis are good
enough for this type of game. The handling - as far as turning and such, purely as a game mechanic, not as how it works in the
game as a whole - isn't bad. Now for the reasons I gave it a thumbs down; (this first one is nitpicking and not really relevant, but
with the music that good I do want to mention it) - No volume control. (this one's also quite a lot biased but more valid than the
above) - You can't change camera, you're stuck with the 3'rd person variant they put in, even people that prefer 3'rd person
(which I don't) prob. wants the ability to set near/far and you can't even do that. The placement of the Race standings on the left
side of the screen, it makes it quite hard to know what the upcoming left turn looks like, especially as there's no mini-map
showing the track. No E-brake in a game that screams for it, this is arcade racing in the vein of Dirt 4 (or Forza Horizon 3)
buggy racing and you didn't add an E-brake? (the handling - though fairly good - isn't good enough for you to ride the racing
line and it's absolutely not the kind of game within which you'd want to do that, this screams out "Let's go sideways and laugh!"
and doesn't let you do one or the other) TBH I don't know who this game in it's current version is aimed at, it's certainly not the
Forza Horizon/Dirt 4 me, it's not the (a slew of) NFS me, it's not the Flatout me, it's not the Rally Trophy/Colin McRae rally
me, it's not the (even though it happens very rarely, I do know how they work and what makes them good) Cart racer me.. This
could be a good game but the controls are awlful. Everything else about this game is fine. Not worth 5 dollars. I got it on sale for
50 cents. I may have overpayed for this game. 2/10 Rating Please follow me at One on One Gamers. As a curator I am looking
for help from you wonderful people on steam to make my reviews better. Follow, comment, support.. Car floats across the track
with no differnece with handling upgrades, still with practice its playable worth 50 cents for sure but overall its only a 50 cents
game so dont expect much.. Horrible. The road feels like ice and the engine shuts off when you stop accelerating.. This is a solid
arcade racing game. I gave season mode a try and it was pretty fun. Driving physics are better than I expected and the AI drivers
were pretty good themselves. I might try the online trials later but its pretty good for the price and is definitely worth it.. Car
floats across the track with no differnece with handling upgrades, still with practice its playable worth 50 cents for sure but
overall its only a 50 cents game so dont expect much.

Weekly Sale - Premier Buggy Racing Tour : Weekly Sale - Premier Buggy Racing Tour! Enjoy!. Premier Buggy Racing Tour -
Weekly Sale : Premier Buggy Racing Tour is currently being featured in a weekly sale!. Week SALE! : Get Premier Buggy
Racing on sale this week! Enjoy!. Premier Buggy Racing Tour - October 10th! : Premier Buggy Racing Tour will officially
launch on Steam on October 10th, 2017. The game includes Controller Support, Steam Achievements, and Steam Leaderboards.
Steam Trading Cards are also expected to be available shortly after launch, per Steam's new trading card policy. Pick up
Premier Buggy Racing Tour during launch week to save 10%. After launch week, Premier Buggy Racing Tour will retail at
$4.99 on Steam.. Featured Sale! : This game will be on sale for an additional week following the Lunar New Year's Steam Sale!
Enjoy!. Game Update - Version 1.00B (AI Difficulty) : Premier Buggy Racing Tour has been updated with a minor adjustment
to the AI Difficulty settings. Some players were concerned that the AI Drivers were a little bit too fast, so today this update
should address those concerns. - The 'default' AI Driver difficulty setting has been adjusted. - The overall speed of the AI
Drivers has been reduced at each racetrack. Premier Buggy Racing Tour will continue to listen to community feedback going
into the future.
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